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Y. Matsushima [3]° proved the following

THEOREM. In a compact Kdhler-Einstein space (R > 0), any contravariant
analytic vector vl is uniquely decomposed in the form

vl = pl + φr

lq'

where pi and ql are both Killing vectors.

As a generalization of this theorem, A.Lichnerowicz [2] proved that it holds
good in a compact Kahlerian space with constant scalar curvature. Recently,
S.Sawaki [4] proved that the above theorem is valid for any contravariant
almost-analytic vector in a compact Einstein 7£-space2).

In this paper we shall try to generalize these results to a compact .K-space
with constant scalar curvature.

MAIN THEOREM. In a compact K-space with constant scalar curvature,
any contravariant almost-analytic vector vl is decomposed in the form

vl = pl + ψry
where pl and ql are both Killing vectors.

In §1 we shall give some definitions and propositions. In §2 we shall state
some well known identities in a J^-space. In §3 we shall deal with contravariant
almost-analytic vectors in a .K-space and prepare some lemmas which are useful
for the proof of our main theorem. The last section will be devoted to the proof
of the main theorem.

The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Dr. S.Sawaki who has
given valuable suggestions to the author.

1. Preliminaries. Let X2n be a 2/z-dimensional almost-Hermitian space
which admits an almost complex structure φ/ and a positive definite Riemannian
metric tensor g}i satisfying

(i. i) Φ/Φ/=-δ/,
(1. 2) guφfφf = gsi.

Then from (1.1) and (1. 2), we have

1) The number in brackets refers to Bibliography at the end of the paper.
2) For a compact almost-Kahler-Einstein space, see S. Sawaki [5].
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(1. 3) φjt — — φtj

where φjt = φfgu.
Now in an almostΉermitian space X2n, we define the following linear

operators

O ml — -— (?) mδ l rf, m/t> ^ *OmZ — fδ mδ * -4- rA mΛ* ^
ίΛ — r> V°i ^Λ ~~ ψi ψh )•> Uiti — r> \?i ύh ^ ψί ψh )

and a tensor is called pure (hybrid) in two indices, if it is annihilated by
transvection of *O(O) on these indices. We have easily the following

PROPOSITION 1. *O%Vd>ab = 0, O^Vjφab = 0 where V j denotes the operator
of covariant derivative with respect to the Riemannian connection.

PROPOSITION 2. For two tensors Tjt and Sjί, if Tjt is pure in j,i and Sjί

is hybrid in j,i9 then TjtSjί vanishes.

PROPOSITION 3. If T/ is pure (hybrid} in j,i, then we have

(1. 4) φ,*T/ = φ/T/ (φ/T/ - - φ/T/).

If Sjί is pure (hybrid) in j,i, then we have

(1. 5) φ^5" = φSS» (φ^5" - -

2. .K-spaces. An almost-Hermitian space X2n is called a ^-space, if it
satisfies

(2. 1) V Φ^ + ViΦίh = 0,

from which we have easily

(2. 2) VA' = 0,

(2. 3) *OJf VαΦw - 0.3>

Let jR fcjι
Λ and ί?^ = ^ '̂̂  be Riemannian curvature tensor and Ricci tensor

respectively. Assuming we are in a K-space and putting

Λ%= -^ΓΦ^aΦΛ

then we get the following identities4)

(2. 4) φΛ*V'VAΛ = ̂ *w - ΛJ*,

(2. 5) OgΛαδ = 0,

(2. 6) £*„ = Λ*4J,

(2. 7)

where V j = ^ ί jVί and φjί =

3) See S. Koto [1].
4) S.Tachibana [7]
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(2. 8) R - R* = constant

where R = gjiR^ and R* = gJiR*Ji9

(2. 9) V*W W) - 0

where JV^* is the Nijenhuis tensor:

Nil* = ΦΛVmφl* - Vlφm*) - Φ^Vnφf

In a Riemannian space we know

(2.10) -|- Vί£ = V%,5)

and in a X-space

(2.11) ±-vtR* = V'R*,t.
β)

Therefore from (2. 8), (2. 10) and (2. 11), we have

(2.12) Vk(Rt* - R*«) = - - V«(K - R*) = 0.

3. Contravariant almost-analytic vectors. In an almost-Hermitian space
a contravariant vector vl is called almost-analytic if it satisfies

= Or)

where £, is the operator of Lie derivative. This is a generalization of the notion
•y

of contravariant analytic vectors in a Kahlerian space. The above equation is
equivalent to

(3. 1) f'Vί&t - Φ/VtVt - φi'V^ί = 0

where vt = g^v*.
In a X-space we know the following lemmas.

LEMMA 3. 1.8) In a compact K-space, a necessary and sufficient condition
that a contravariant vector vi be almost- analytic is that it satisfies

(3. 2) v'ViV* + RW = 0,

(3. 3) NtlkVvl + 2v\Rtk - R*tk) = 0.

LEMMA 3. 2.9) When a contravariant vector vl in a K-space is almost-

5) For example see K. Yano and S. Bochner [8].
6) S.Sawaki [4].
7) S.Tachibana [6].
8) S.Tachibana [6].
9) S. Sawaki [4].
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analytic, a necessary and sufficient condition that vl = φfv* be almost- analytic
is that it satisfies

v'VtΦ* = 0.

Next, we shall prove following lemmas.

LEMMA 3.3. In an almost- Hermitian space, if a tensor SHi is skew-
symmetric, then we have

(3. 4) vV SHi = 0.

PROOF. By virtue of the Ricci's identity, we obtain

= - -7Γ (Λ'Ά* + Λ"ΛS,α* + Λ"ΛS,ία)

= -~- (R"fSati + ΛiαS,αi - ΛtαS,ία).

In this equation, it is easy to see that the last three terms vanish respectively.

Hence we have V^Sjti — O

LEMMA 3.4. In a compact K-space, if vl is an almost- analytic vector and
rl is a vector such that rl = vV for a certain scalar r, then we have

(3. 5) f rV(Rh} - R*nί)dσ = 0
•'-Tin

•where dσ means the volume element of the space X2n.

PROOF. From

- R*h})} -

by Green's theorem, we have

(3. 6) J [rW(RM - R*nj) + r^v\Rhj - R*h^

+rϋ*vί(Λw - R*w)]ώ = 0.

On the other hand, operating V fc to (3. 3), we have

(3. 7) vWifcW) + 2vV(Rtk - R*tk) + 2vtv"(Rtk - #*«) - 0.

In this place, using (2. 9) and (2. 12), (3. 7) turns to

(3. 8) VV(Λ« - Λ*«) = 0.
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Consequently from (3.6) we have

f rV(Rhj - R*hj)dσ = 0.
JΛ'«~

LEMMA 3. 5. In a compact K-space with constant scalar curvature, if
Vjpi + Vίpj is pure and r4 is a vector such that rt = Vi^ for a certain scalar r,
then we have

(3. 9) pVRfidσ = 0.f
Jj-f,

PROOF. We consider the following equation :

(3.10) V'WRJ =

= ptr>Rjt +

In this equation, since V j^ + Vlpj is pure in j,i and by (2. 5) Rji is hybrid
in j,ί, then by Proposition 2, we have (vjpl + V^j) ̂  = 0. And by the

assumption VjRa = ^r VtR = 0.
Δ

Accordingly, applying Green's theorem to (3. 10), we have

(3.11) f ftrtRfldr = 0.

t̂.
We conclude this section with the following lemma which is essential in

this paper.

LEMMA 3. 6. In a compact K-space, any contravariant almost- analytic
vector vl can be decomposed as

(3.12) vl = pi + rl

where Vi/>* = 0 and rl is a vector such that rl — V^ for a certain scalar r,
and

(3.13) *O%ύ(vaρb + Vbpa} = 0,

(3.14) r^tφn = 0.

PROOF. By the theory of harmonic integrals, (3. 12) is the result that holds
good for any vector vi in a compact orientable Riemannian space. Next, putting

Tjt = Vjpi + ViΛ + Φ/ΦΛVαA + VbPa)

and writing out the square of Tjt, we get

— -7VΓ"
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Therefore, from

- - 7VΓ",

it follows that

(3.15) v

VΦi*) (VαA

= TVΓ" + ^{V^ViPi + ViA) + ΦjaφibV\Vapb +

because, v*Φίδ = 0 since by (1. 5) and (2. 3), φίVφ/ - φiVΦ/ = ~
Φfvty/1 is skew-symmetric with respect to <z and έ, and therefore (V*φjα)φiδ(VoA
+ Vbpa) vanishes.

On the other hand, if we interchange 7 and z" in (3. 1) and subtract the
equation thus obtained from (3. 1), then we get

(3.16) 2vtVtΦji ~ Φ/(VίVi - Vi^ί) + ΦίiCvX - V^, ) - 0.

Substituting (3. 12) into (3.16) and taking account of Vj^i = VtΠ> we have

2(/* + rOVίΦ ί - Φ/(VίA - ViA) + ΦίtCVί/' - V'A) = 0.
Since Vίφj1 — 0 and Vi^ — 0, this equation can be easily written as

(3.17) Φ/(ViA + VίA) - Φi'CV^A + V«

Operating V* to (3. 17) we have

(3.18) V4Φ/(ViA + VtA) + Φ/V*(ViA

where 5jίt = φ^A + Φ«*Aere j ίt = ^A «*A « j

In the above equation (3. 18), since V*Φ/ is skew-symmetric with respect
z and £, Vty^Vtpt + V«A) — 0 and similarly (V^OVίφjί — 0. And, by Lemma
vV5Jti - 0.

to
3.3

Hence, (3. 18) turns to

Φ/V*(VιA
or transvecting this equation with ^>Λφ/Λ we

4

Moreover, by (2. 4), it can be written as
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Thus, substituting (3. 19) into (3. 15) and making use of Green's theorem,
we have

(3.20) Γ \~ 7VΓ" + 2phr\R\t - Rht}} d<r = 0.
J*Zn L ^ J

Furthermore, substituting ph = vh - rh into (3.20), then (3.20) becomes

(3.21) [ \ ±- T}iT» + 2vV(Λ*Aί - ΛA ί) + 2rV(ΛAί - jR* A ί )ώ - 0.
JX*n L ^

Hence, by Lemma 3. 4 and (2. 7), (3. 21) turns to

= 0

from which we can deduce Tji = 0 and r^Vίφji — 0.

4. Proof of the main theorem. First of all, in order to prove that ff
in (3. 12) is a Killing vector, we put

UK Ξ= Vjpi +

Operating V* to p?Ujt and using pt = vt — rίy we have

= ~ UίtU»

This equation can be written in the following form :

(4. 1) V

In this place, by the Ricci's identity and (3. 2), we have

(4. 2) V'V^ + V*Vj^i ~ V^V'^ί = V*ViVj + jR^v* - 0

and

(4. 3) v'V/ i - V^Vi^ - r1 ,̂.

Hence, making use of (4. 2) and (4. 3), from (4. 1) by Green's theorem, we
find

(4. 4) ί Γ l UfiU* - 2ρ'τARίi +
J* *- %
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where a = v*^ί

And from Vi(<*/>'

we have

(4. 5) ί /*Wfcfr = 0.
J**n

Thus, by Lemma 3.5 and (4. 5), (4.4) becomes

(4. 6) [ 4" UfiU^dσ = 0
•/*.„ z

from which it follows

(4. 7) Ujt = Vjpi + ViA = °>

that is, pl is a Killing vector.

Secondly we shall show that rl is almost-analytic.
Interchanging j and i in (3. 1) and adding the equation thus obtained to

(3. 1), we get

V^i + VW ~ φjaφi\VaVb + Vδ^α) = 0.

Substituting vt = pt + rt into this equation and using (4. 7), we have

(4. 8) Vjn - φfφtVJΊ = 0 i.e. - φ/VίΠ - #Vjn - 0.

Hence, adding this last equation to (3. 14), we obtain

^VtΦn - Φ/Vί^ - φt'VΛ = 0

which shows that r* is almost-analytic.

Now, if we put

r* = φtV i.e. ς^-φίV,

then, vl = pl + rl can be written as

(4. 9) vl = ft + φtf.

Lastly, we shall prove that qi is a Killing vector. Taking account of (3. 14),
from Lemma 3. 2 it follows that cf is almost-analytic and therefore it satisfies

(4.10) v'Vtf1 + W = 0.

On the other hand, by Vjr* = vV j and ViΦί* = 0,
we have

(4.11) Vi?' - - Φί'ViΓ* - 0.

Thus, since our space is compact, (4.10) and (4. 11) show that qi is a Killing
vector. q.e.d.
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